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Learners Edge Launches New Edge Express Workshops

Expanding Professional Development Options for Teachers with New, Free, Online Workshops

Lakeville, Minnesota (PRWEB) January 31, 2015 -- Learners Edge announces the launch of new Edge Express
workshops – free, quick-hitting, online workshops designed to captivate attention and inspire learning. Each
Edge Express workshop will take approximately two hours to complete and upon completion of the workshop,
participants will receive a Learners Edge Certificate of Completion noting two hours of professional
development.

“Education changes so quickly and these dynamic, quick-hitting Edge Express workshops allow us to rollout
and change or update information almost immediately and provide our teachers with a quality learning
experience in these topic areas,” said Dr. Nancy Lindfors, Director of Curriculum & Instruction at Learners
Edge. "In addition, many teachers are looking for help with topics that are just too narrow for us to create a full-
blown course. Edge Express workshops are a great way to fulfill that need and supplement our standard course
offerings."

18 Edge Express workshops are currently available on topics ranging from, "Game On! Gaming in the
Classroom,” to "Introversion is 'In': Working with Introverts," with a myriad of courses in between which can
be applied to the classroom right away.

For more information about Edge Express workshops or about continuing education with Learners Edge, please
visit http://www.learnersedgeinc.com or call 877.394.4930.

About Learners Edge
In cooperation with its academic partners, Learners Edge has been committed to helping teachers reach the
highest level of success in their classrooms and in their careers since 2002. Offering nearly 80 self-paced,
continuing education courses for teachers across the country and around the world.
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Contact Information
Katie Skapyak
Learners Edge
http://www.learnersedgeinc.com
+1 (952) 469-3454 Ext: 308

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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